Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Education

Will meet at: 9:00 am  Date: June 10, 2008

Location: Committee Room 1

Remarks:

HB 1274  HARRISON (TBA)  SCHOOLSDISTRICTS  Provides relative to academic tutoring for certain student athletes in public elementary and secondary schools (Subject to rule suspension)

HR 110  HENRY (TBA)  STUDENT/HOME STUDY  Requests BESE to study and make recommendations relative to participation in public school interscholastic athletic activities by students in state-approved home study programs (Subject to rule suspension)

HR 114  MORRELL (TBA)  SCHOOLSEMPLOYEES  Requests BESE to conduct a formal review of certain issues regarding special incentives and benefits offered by the RSD and RSD schools after Hurricane Katrina to recruit and retains school employees for Orleans Parish schools (Subject to rule suspension)

HCR 200  HINES (TBA)  HEALTH  Requests DHH and BESE jointly to study the feasibility and advisability of prohibiting public schools from serving foods containing trans fat to students (Subject to rule suspension)

HCR 202  DIXON (TBA)  SCHOOLSEMPLOYEES  Requests BESE to study the feasibility of establishing a statewide minimum salary schedule for school support personnel (Subject to rule suspension)

SB 268  DUPLESSIS (TBA)  BESE  Prohibits renewal of the charter of a failing school unless the school meets certain criteria. (8/15/08) (Subject to rule suspension)

SB 459  ADLEY  SCHOOLSE  Allows certain over-aged students to play sports at a higher grade level. (gov sig)

SCR 46  CHAISSON  POSTSECONDARY ED  Requests Board of Regents to consider certain factors relative to the LCTCS when developing the higher education funding formula for FY 2008-2009.